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1.0 BACKGROUND
Mother Earth Network (M-e-net) is an international platform to plan for collective local,
national and international advocacy, capacity building and awareness on environmental
issues.
The network registered as a trust under the ministry of lands was established to coordinate
collective advocacy for practical solutions to the problems affecting environment in Kenya.
1.1.1 VISSION
To make the world greener place for the wellbeing and sustainability of all people
1.1.2 MISSION
To provide an international platform for collective advocacy and information sharing on
forests conservation and environmental management by motivating people institutions and
interfaith to participate in the green programs.
1.1.3 CORE VALUES OF THE NETWORK
 Integrity of creation
 Accountability and transparency to the community
 Application and respect to the rule of law
 Respect for diversity.
1.1.4 OBJECTIVES
 To provide a critical mass forum for Members of all Faiths, Faith-based organizations,
civil societies, Communities, Institutions and Interest groups in Kenya and the world
to conduct joint advocacy in tree planting, conservation and environmental
management.
 To create a platform where members can engage with government and international
agencies in trees planting and eco-system conservation and management
 To raise awareness amongst stakeholders whilst building their capacity in tree
planting and environmental conservation and management
 To mobilize stakeholders for participation in policy formulation and implementation,
capacity building and networking and partnership creation
 Seek network and partnerships for joint engagement in emerging issues relating to
environmental conservation and management.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
2014 has been a year of significance for Mother Earth Network, every month being fully
parked with great activities of environmental conservation including tree planting,
workshops and forums, the network received recognition from the ministry of lands by
being granted legal status as a trust, this being a significance achievement translating to the
ability of the network to fully engage in its programs for environmental conservation leading
to a colorful launch of the network.
The network has continued with its efforts to create partnerships, linkages. Media
recognition and involvement was evident as major events were covered and published, this
gave the network the much deserved recognition and publicity on its efforts on faith based
conservation programs.
Youthful engagement was prioritized in this year’s activities as the network believes in youth
involvement for sustainability of environmental programs, as observed the youths attached
to various faith groups greatly participated in the activities with passion and much needed
energy to spearhead tree planting initiatives.
The network launched a faith based school greening program that identified six inter-faith
schools and teachers that were taken through the faith based Education for sustainable
development training for proper understanding of the concept and rolling it down to the
school pupils through their formed Eco-Clubs.
Tree planting as a major key focus of the organization was heightened this year with a total
of 4350 seedlings planted this year seeing a great increment in trees planted as compared to
last year, the focus was placed on tree growing ensuring proper monitoring and follow to
ensure growth and survival of seedlings grown.
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Here is a brief summary of the tree planting done from March 2014.
Venue

No of seedlings planted

1. Dandora water falls

800

2. St. Marys Catholic parish Mukuru

500

3. Embulbul Primary School

1500

4. Kamulu catholic Parish

800

5. Mji wa furaha

100

6. Soweto Catholic parish

300

7. Kariobangi SDA School

100

8. Muslim Academy ,Huruma

100

9. Arya Boys and Arya Verdic

200

10. Mukarara PCEA primary school

100

11. Dandora Secondary

400

TOTAL

4900

The species planted in these mentioned areas were mainly indigenous namely, Makamia
lutea, Thika palm, croton megalocapus, Grivellia Robusta, Acacia, Nandi Flame, Casuarinas, Bottle
Brush, cordia Abysinicca, with some fruit trees of mangoes and avocados in the primary schools.
This was made possible through the able support from Kenya Forest Service who helped in
the constant provision of seedlings and provision of technical support to ensure proper tree
planting procedures.
The international Environment days were well marked; with key relevant messages
customized to faith based institutions drafted and disseminated during the events, some of
the key days observed included Earth Day, World Forest Day, and World Environment
Day.
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More of the key activities done in the year 2013/2014 are highlighted below;
1.1.5 A smiling day with the nuncio
2014 will forever be a day to be remembered in the Mother Earth Network calendar, this
day provided a great experience to share together with apostolic Nuncio, His Excellency
Archbishop Charles Daniel Balvo, the meeting accorded the network an opportunity to
share some of its reason for formation, rationale behind its formation and some of the
achievements it had gained since formation.

M-e-net memebers with the Nuncio His Excellency Archbishop Charles Daniel Balvo.
The meeting provided a platform for the network to reveal its anticipated plans for the
future that clearly outlined its ambition for a greener world and a sustainable nature, out of
the discussion it was clearly revealed that Apostolic Nuncio was a great lover for nature and
he outlined some of his initiatives towards the love for nature and his personal commitment
and passion for the care of creation, the meeting was attended by four Mother Earth
Network members including the Chairman Br. Hermann Borg, the Coordinator Mr. Erick
Ogallo, Mr. Aggrey Kere and Stella Maina, we also had two journalist from the seed
magazine. Apostolic nuncio showed his great support for the initiatives being undertaken by
Mother Earth Network to green the world.
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1.1.6 Faith based forum participation in the 50 million tree planting campaign
Mother Earth Network in collaboration with Commission for Pastoral Lay Apostolate
(KCCB) organized a forum to bring together the representatives of different religious
groups and environmental conservation entities to brainstorm on best strategies in
supplementing government efforts in increasing the tree cover in Kenyan.

Forum particp[ants during the meeting at Mji wa Furaha,Nairobi
The forum was attended by representatives from, Presbyterian Church of East Africa,
Catholic Church, Seventh Day Adventist, Supreme Council of Muslims, Kenya Forest
Service, Mother Earth Network, Kenyatta University Environmental Cub (KUNEC), and
Catholic Youth Network for Environmental Sustainability in Africa, Damietta Peace
Initiative, YCS, Franciscan International and Alliance for Religions and Conservation-UK.
The following resulted from the forum
 The campaign would target planting of 20 million trees in a periods of 5 years
 Each group to report any tree planting imitative as the campaign was declared .on
and each and every initiative could form part and parcel of the campaign, this was to
be recorded and noted to be part of the campaign.
 The campaign was to focus on tree growth and survival; this was to be ensured by
strict supervision, care, monitoring and evaluation.
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 Publicity to form a critical basis of reaching out to masses on the need to participate
in the campaign as well as influencing the public to join hands, this is to be done
through social media, radio stations ,and magazine for example the seed, CISA,
Radio Waumini, KU FM among other sources.
 Mapping to be done in faith based institutions to determine the capacity of the
institutions and available space for tree planting
 The trees planted to be indigenous trees, inclusive of those with value to the
community
 Groups to document and show their individual tree planting initiatives as this would
contribute to the campaign
 Physically challenged group to be actively involved in the process to achieve
inclusiveness and ownership of the campaign.
 UN international days to be utilized in magnifying the campaign by organizing huge
tree planning campaign involving all the participating organizations
 The campaign to focus on the whole country(47 Counties )
 Documentation to be given priority to evaluate the success and keep records of the
campaign success.
 Formulation of a green diary that would capture information of the campaign and
give information to the general public for participation and involvement in the
campaign
 Need for participation of the university clubs as they could help in provision of the
youth involvement as well as monitoring and evaluation of the campaign process, the
groups to be capacitated on monitoring and evaluation
 A competition to be organized once the campaign is launched to reward the best
group to achieve successful growth and nurturing of trees.
 The existing resources such as documentations of tool kits to be used to involve the
school kids in the process of tree planting as a way of achieving environmental
sustainability
 Members to share experiences during the campaign in the existing websites and
social media platform as a way of evaluating progress of the exercise.
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1.1.7 Tree Planting at St Mary’s Parish Mukuru Kwa Njega
They say youths are leaders of tomorrow, some say youths are agents of change but in
Mother Earth we believe youth are agents of environmental transformation; this was clearly
depicted when a group of 100 youths from Makadara dinery gathered together to plant
seedlings at St Mary’s parish in Mukuru Kwa Njega on 29th march 2014.

Youths of St Mary’s parish in Mukuru Kwa Njega during the tree planting exercise.
The event organized by Makadara dinery and coordinated by Mother Earth Network
involved planting of 500 seedlings in the compound of a Technical school in the parish, the
nature of the environment in the area was quite unique as it was green and well maintained
in comparison to the other slum areas, as part of the Networks urban greening program it
was a great event to showcase importance of greening the urban areas more so the slums as
a way of promoting environmental conservation in these areas that experience pollution of
air and poor sanitation condition.
The centre acted as demonstration on the possibilities of having greening centers at the
slums where one can relax and enjoy fresh air and the beauty of nature. It also acted as a
challenge to the surrounding community members within the slum dwelling on the need to
consider environmental conservation through tree planting as a way of purifying the dirty air
within the slum.
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This event is being coordinated every year with an aim of ensuring the youths instill the
aspect of participation in environmental conservation and care for creation, Mother Earth
participated in this event to support in provision of tree seedlings in collaboration with
Kenya forest service (KFS). This came at the time when the network had already mobilized
other religious groups to embark on a campaign of planting 20 million trees in 5 years as a
way of complementing the government efforts of achieving 10% forest cover.
1.1.8 Tree Planting In Embulbul Primary
Mother Earth Network participated on a tree planting activity held at Embulbul primary
School in Kajiado County on 12th April 2014; the tree planting exercise was organized by
Inuka Foundation for Development in partnership with National Oil Corporation and Kenya
Forest Working Group.

M-e-net chair involves the primary school children in tree planting
The event which was marked on the closing day of the school saw primary school children
plant 1500 seedlings in the school compound, the exercise was aimed at beautifying the
school as well as planting trees along the fence as a wind protection for the newly upcoming
buildings, and it also created a good Platform for the primary school children to get engaged
in environmental conservation for sustainable development
The schools administration promised to do a strict monitoring of the seedlings planted as
students were assigned deferent days that they would water the trees to ensure the survival
….we want to ensure 80% and above survival rate …….these were the sentiments of the
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School head teacher as he gave thanks for organizers for such a worthy environmental
course.
1.1.9 Mother Earth Network launch
The network held its launch on 30th May at its offices in Franciscan center Langata, the event
which was marked by various stakeholders from the environmental sectors and faith groups
acted as a stepping stone for the network to make great steps in the conservation arena.

Chief guest Bishop Alfred Rotich cutting a cake during the launch

The chief guest during the occasion Bishop Rotich said that when the faith groups are divided
while performing the same role in protecting the environment, it creates chances of
unhealthy competition. “When we house the faith groups, there would be that sense of
harmony like in music making, this would ensure the role in empowering the people to
conserve nature is achieved to the latter,” said Bishop Rotich.
Speaking during the same function, Fr. Herman Borg, Patron Mother Earth Network said
that since the organization was incepted two years ago; they have been able to plant
thousands of trees to conserve nature all over the country. “Mother Earth Network is where
it is today is because of God’s grace and the dedicated contributions of many people. You
who are present here are among the friends of Mother Earth Network. I thank each one of
you for your contribution towards this journey of two years. The Network echoed the need
to use the church platform to empower people in planting of trees and conserving nature all
over the country.
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1.2.1 World Environment Day Celebrations in Dandora
This year’s WED celebrations were held at Dandora secondary School near Dandora slums.
The event organized by Mother Earth network in collaboration with Ethical Fashions Africa
Limited, Kenya Forest Service and Nairobi waterfall conservancy brought together
stakeholders from deferent sectors of conservation including water resource management
authority Nairobi region, Kijani forests ,Ruaraka Business Community ,cooperate league of
USA, Youth bungee from Dandora Slums, Jam rock Ushirikiano, Soipog gate away camp,
Dandora Secondary students, Kenya scouts association ,Kenya girl guide association, Hope
worldwide among others

Mrs Joyce Nthuku of Kenya Forest Service plants a tree during the celebration.
This year theme being raise your voice not your sea level the event was aimed at raising an
awareness to the Dandora community on the need to embrace clean and secure environment
as it gave the school and the community members a platform to be involved in a tree
planting exercise as a way of promoting quality air in the school compound and beatification
as the school is adjacent to the dumpsite.
The event led by Mrs Joyce Nthuku of Kenya Forest Service (KFS) representing the
chairman of Kenya Forest Service as the chief guest with other guests including Fr .Hermann
Borg the chair of Mother Earth Network and the Director Water Resource Management
Authority Nairobi Region. “We should all embrace the culture of tree growing and attaching
economic value to trees” Said Fr Hermann Borg.” The world is in need of trees and it all
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start with us, Mother Earth network will continue with its efforts of greening the world for
the future he rations” added Borg.
The chief Guest Mrs Joyce in her speech reminded the participants on the importance of
tree growing and the need to come out and support initiatives of tree planting in our
country so as to achieve to ten percent forest cover, she also highlighted the role played by
KFS to promote and to ensure conservation through tree planting.” We are open to any
person group or organization who would like to partner with us towards the efforts of
greening our country” echoed the Mrs Joyce.
The event was marked by planting of 400 seedlings led by Titus Mue forester Njiru who did
an elaborate demonstration on how to plant a tree seedling, this was to create a lesson point
to the crowd on how to effectively plant a seedling, this was followed by massive tree
planting which was done by students from Dandora secondary, The Kenya scouts and the
youths from Dandora.
1.2.3 Abadares National park Tree planting
Mother Earth Network joined hands in an initiative to green the Abadares national Park
through an extended invitation from Sirikwa wildlife trust, the network participated in the
tree planting exercise that saw about 1000 seedlings planted in collaboration with Moi
University Wildlife Club, Kijani forest for change, Kenya wildlife service and Kenyatta
University

Mother Earth Network Chairman Plants a seedling in Abdares National park.
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The tree planting exercise was a continuation effort of the earlier started program that is
aimed at ensuring the restoration of the lost forest cover “we would like to green the whole
of the park” this was the motivation by the wildlife trust as they spoke to the stakeholders
Present. The tree planting exercise ended with a game walk in the park as the participants
and stakeholders present had an ample opportunity to interact and appreciate the richness of
the park and amazement to God’ creation.
1.2.4 Interfaith school greening program
Mother Earth Network (M-e-net) embarked on an initiative to start an interfaith school
greening program that targeted primary and secondary schools of different faiths to design
and implement environmental conservation initiatives in institutions of learning in Nairobi
County. For a start, the program targeted 2 Muslim schools, 2 catholic schools and 2 Hindu
schools upon which expansion was done to accommodate one public secondary school and
one youth institution.

Teachers undergoing awareness session on how to implement faith bases ESD toolkit.
This ensured that the project benefits and successes are cascaded in the whole county. It is
envisaged that the project impact could be estimated at a target of 600 young people as the
agents of change. The schools (Locations) were identified, visited and appropriate tree
species recommended as per the schools requirements and specification. For long term
benefits, an Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) component was introduced
through clubs, where clubs existed, to enhance the continuity and sustainability of the
program. This was guided by the already published Faith Based Education for Sustainable
Education Tool Kit by Alliance for Religions and Conservation (ARC).
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Based on the concept and implementation framework, seven schools and one youth
institution were identified and activities carried out. Among the schools targeted include:
Mkarara primary School (PCEA), Huruma Seventh Day Adventist School, Arya Verdict
Primary, Arya Verdict Secondary School (Both Hindu) Dandora Secondary School (Public)
and Mji wa Furaha in Ruaraka (Catholic). The activities included tree planting and practical
lessons on tree growing, and training of patrons

Muslim Academy Huruma pupils participating in tree planting at their school compound
The implementation of these activities were supported by government line ministries such as
Kenya Forestry Service and other partners such as Kenya Organization for Environmental
Education, including the community based organizations who participated in the events
where they expressed their commitment and willingness in the implementation of some of
the activities that are in line with their sectors.
1.2.5 Mother Earth Network Participates in the Second PFM Conference
Mother earth network actively participated in the second National Participatory Forest
Management (PFM) conference held on July 15th – 16th, 2014 at Kenya Forest Research
Institute (KEFRI) Muguga.
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The conference organized by Kenya forest service in collaboration with Forestry society of
Kenya, East Africa Wildlife Society, Nature Kenya, Kenya forest Working Group, Kenya
forest research institute and UNDP drew participants from the 12 forest conservancies as
well as relevant stakeholders from the forest conservation sector in Kenya.
The conference provided a good platform for Mother Earth Network to be fully equipped
with knowledge on participatory forest management as community members are the key
contributors in forest conservation and management.

Photo session during the PFM conference at KEFRI

Some of the relevant outcome of the conference included the need for; the Community
Forest Associations to be empowered on forest management, the government to support
forest management initiatives by the communities, equitable benefit sharing form forest
resources and ecosystem services and engagement of private sectors in value addition on
forest products and services among others.
1.2.6 Visit to the cardinal
Mother Earth Network made a courtesy visit to His eminence Cardinal John Njue on 11th
August 2014 at his office at cardinal Otunga Plaza Nairobi. The visit followed an
appointment that was granted to the chair to allow the network seek attention to his
eminence.
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The meeting was aimed at making the Cardinal aware of what Mother Earth Network was
doing in relation to Environmental conservation within the Nairobi Diocese.
The meeting attended by The Chair Fr.Hermann Borg and the coordinator Erick Ogallo was
of great honor and privilege as the cardinal expressed his willingness to cooperate with the
network, in his writing these were the words of the Cardinal “Thank you for the visit
congratulations for the good work you are doing with regards to environment. Be assured of
my support for this worthy programme. God bless you all”

Meeting session with His eminence Cardinal John Njue in his office in Nairobi
The cardinal there after gave a direction to get involved with Caritas Kenya in their
Agriculture and Environment program as this was the right body to deal with within the
Dioceses. This was then followed by a meeting with the Caritas team whom promised to
work closely with Mother Earth Network in their program especially in their schools
greening programs and nursery development
1.2.7 Second Interfaith National Environment Day celebration
Second Interfaith National Environment Day celebration this year was hosted by prestigious Tangaza

University College a constituent of Catholic University of East Africa (CUEA), the choice of
venue clearly bringing out the interfaith aspect of the celebration as the institution is based
on faith values and is keen on conservation measures to make the university green.
The theme for this year Inspiring Faith Commitments to Care for Creation was clearly defined by
objectives indicating the agenda for the celebration this included; strengthening inter faith
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involvement in conservation and care for creation, advocating for environmental
conservation among faith groups for sustainability in Kenya and Creating a platform for
inspiring faith groups’ action in environmental conservation.
The celebration was marked by speeches from invited guest both from the interfaith and
Environmental organization, the guest from the interfaith included Interreligious Council of
Kenya(IRCK),Presbyterian Church of East Africa(PCEA) Commission for Justice Peace and
Integrity of Creation -Franciscan Africa(CJPIC-FA) United Religious Initiative(URI) which
was represented by Amb. Mussie Hailu through his moving speech , organizations
represented included Wildlife Clubs Of Kenya(WCK),Total Eco Challenge, Kenya
organization of Environmental Education(KOEE),Kenya Forest Service(KFS)Success For
Africa, Miles and Beyond ,A Rocha Kenya.
Other participating groups included Kenyatta University Environmental Club (KUNEC),
Mount Kenya University Environmental Club (MKUNEC) University of Nairobi Chiromo
Environmental Club (CEAC) Gretsta University, and Kenya Medical Training College
(KMTC), Young Christina Students (YCS)

Bishop Alfred Rotich plants a seedling to mark Second Interfaith National Environment Day celebration this
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The auspicious event was graced by His lordship Bishop Alfred Rotich as the chief guest,
speaking at Tangaza University College during the second Interfaith Environment National
day, the Bishop said trees help build the character of human beings saying tree planting is a
source of harmony between human race and nature.
“Planting trees means planting seeds of contemplation, seeds of how to relate with ourselves
and other people. We need forests to invite other people come from east and west, south
and north to see our animals inside there,” said the retired Bishop of the Military
Ordinariate.
“When you are in solitude under a tree where there is serenity there you find geniuses,
discoveries. The firs discovery you have is that you got two enemies’ anger and lust in us.
The serene environment helps you walk out of this,” Bishop Rotich added.
“When we plant trees we are building schools of peace, school of change of attitude and
schools of discovery,” he said.
The bishop urged the newly formed network and other interfaith network to involve work
closely with primary Schools, secondary schools, university schools and the scouts as they
form the great part of our society and has a great role to play in conservation of God’s
creation.
The celebration was conclude with a ceremonial tree planting headed by Mrs Joyce Nthuku
the Deputy Ecosystem Conservator Nairobi, she demonstrated to the participants on how
appropriately a seedling should be planted there after guided the chief guest and other
invited guest in the tree planting exercise. This was then followed by a vote of thanks by
Raphael Magambo of A Rocha Kenya who congratulated all the participants and guests for
having turned up for the celebration urging them to always be concern and participate in
initiatives aimed at creating a good and healthy environment.
1.2.8 Interfaith youth forum on peace and environment
On 31st October and 1st November a group of young people gathered in Catholic University
of Eastern Africa (CUEA) for the first ever Youth forum on peace and environment, the
gathering composed of university students, secondary school students, organizations,
catholic congregations and inter faith religious leaders.
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Youths participate in a tree planting ceremony during interfaith youth forum on peace and

environment
The forum was organized in commemoration of 35 years since Francis of Assisi was declared
patron saint of Ecology (November, 1979) and the convening of major world religions to
pray for peace in Assisi (October 1986).
The forum being organized collaboratively by the office of Justice, Peace and Integrity of
Creation Franciscans Africa (JPICFA), the Center for Social Justice and Ethics of the
Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA-CSJE), Mother Earth Network and United
Religions Initiative amongst others sought to offer Francis of Assisi as a model to young
people with regard to co-existence, tolerance, acceptance and the care of creation.
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1.2.9 Partnerships
The year 2014 saw some key partners coming on board, this included
ORGANIZATION

AREA OF ENGAGEMENT

Kijani forest for change

Youths and forest restoration

Ethical fashions limited

Fashion and cottage industry

Kenya Interfaith Network on
Environmental Action

Interfaith cooperation in environmental conservation

JPIC-FI

Justice peace and integrity of creation

Caritas Nairobi

Livelihood enhancement and climate change

Miles and beyond

Travel ,tours and tourism

Sirikwa wildlife trust

Wildlife conservation

KOEE

Environmental Education for sustainable development.
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